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I. INTRODUCTION
How do growth forecast perform over time and across countries? To shed some light on this
question, this paper evaluates the overall performance of the IMF World Economic Outlook
(WEO) growth forecast revisions across different time horizons and country groups. The
WEO database is a key reference for macroeconomic forecasts. It provides comprehensive
global coverage of projections for the short and medium term prepared by IMF staff and is
published biannually in Spring and Fall. This set of forecasts, especially those for real GDP
growth, represents an essential component of the IMF macroeconomic policy advice, ground
for discussions with country authorities, and a broad indicator of the future economic
performance. The biannual revisions of these growth forecasts represent critical junctures in
the forecasting process. Therefore, exploring the statitiscal properties (their patterns and
underlying drivers) and the evolution of the forecast revisions offer an opportunity to gain
deeper insights into the forecasting process and explore possible venues for improving their
efficiency for different sets of countries. By focusing on forecast revisions, instead of the
traditional forecast error approach, our analysis provides an alternative and complementary
methodology to comprehend the properties and understand what drives the IMF growth
forecasts.
More precisely, we investigate a broad set of questions to better understand the performance
of WEO growth forecast revisions and shed light on the underlying factors that drive these
revisions. Primarily, we focus on answering the following questions: First, are WEO growth
revisions in the right direction? Second, what are the key drivers explaining the WEO growth
revisions? Third, how do WEO revisions compare to Consensus Forecast revisions? Fourth,
is there mean reversion/persistence in WEO growth forecasts? And lastly, how do theresults
vary across time-horizons and country groupings?
Our empirical analysis offers several findings. First, growth revisions in vintages closer to
the actual are generally larger, more volatile, and more negative. Second, on average, WEO
growth revisions are in the right direction. Third, growth revisions in systemic economies are
relevant for growth revisions (mainly in the last vintage), while the impact of terms-of-trade
(ToT) revisions is weaker. Fourth, WEO and Consensus Forecast growth revisions move
very closely together. Finally, revisions for a given time horizon are not autocorrelated across
vintages; nonetheless, revisions tend to be positively correlated within vintages, suggesting a
perception of short-term persistence of shocks.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 examines the literature that
investigates the properties and performance forecasts from the IMF and other multilateral
organizations. In Section 3, we summarize our data construction and methodology.
Section 4 illustrates the descriptive findings of growth revisions across horizons and country
groups. Section 5-7 presents the results of the formal econometric analysis. Lastly, Section 8
concludes.
II. MOTIVATION AND LITERATURE
While there has been a growing interest among the empirical literature to study the
performance of growth projections, most papers focus on exploring the factors behind WEO
growth forecast errors rather than growth forecast revisions. Among this literature, we
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identify three recurrent dimensions that are frequently investigated: forecast accuracy and
presence of systematic forecast bias; forecast performance relative to comparators such as the
Consensus Forecast; and how to incorporate available information to improve forecast
efficiency.
These studies typically find scope for improving the accuracy and efficiency of WEO growth
forecasts, and generally test their performance against other multilateral organizations. For
instance, Timmermann (2006, 2007) finds that WEO forecasts for real GDP growth display
systematic overprediction and could be improved by paying more attention to cross-country
linkages. The paper also reports a similar performance between WEO forecasts and
Consensus Forecast and discusses the possibility of improving efficiency. Genberg and
Martinez (2014) find that WEO forecasts are not consistently biased, except in specific
recessions. Their findings suggest that WEO forecasts perform similar to comparators,
although efficiency could be improved by better taking account of developments in systemic
economies. Celasun et al. (forthcoming) report that (absolute) forecast accuracy over the
period 2004-2017 has improved compared to 1990-03, and conclude that forecasts could be
improved for about 10-15 percent of the economies in the sample by taking into
consideration growth forecasts of systemic economies and forecasts for the terms of trade.
They also find that accuracy and bias of WEO forecasts are comparable to those of
Consensus Forecast. On the other hand, Ismail, Perrelli, and Yang (2020) focus on growth
forecasts for economies with stabilization programs and the role of planned policy
adjustmends and find that large planned fiscal and external adjustments are associated with
optimistic WEO growth projections, with significant non-linearities for both program and
surveillance cases.
Our paper is also related to the strand of literature that studies the expectation formation
process. We motivate part of our investigation on recent evidence on how economic agents
form expectations, particularly how agents update their information sets and the effect on
forecast revisions. For instance, Coibon and Gorodnichenki (2015) present a methodology to
assess the degree of information stickiness and find that forecast-revisions made by
professional forecasters are subject to significant informational rigidities. Similarly, Branch
(2007) uses a maximum likelihood approach to compare the fit of different expectational
models and finds evidence of sticky information in survey data. Moreover, his results suggest
that the largest proportion of the Michigan survey update their beliefs every 3-6 months.
Bordalo, Gennaioli, and Schleifer (2018) propose a model of credit cycles featuring
diagnostic expectations (the notion that economic agents overweight future outcomes based
on recent information) and show that the model can account for several empirical findings
regarding credit cycles without the need for introducing financial frictions. Bluedorn and
Leigh (2018) study the perceived persistence of output forecasts from advanced and
emerging economies using data from Consensus Economics and show that professional
forecasters expect output fluctuations to have permanent effects. Specifically, they find that a
one percent surprise in current output is associated with an average adjustment of 2 percent
for the 10-year-ahead output level in the same direction.
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Against this background, our analysis aims to contribute in this literature by exploring the
evolution and underlying factors that affect growth revisions. Centering our analysis on
growth forecast revisions, instead of forecast errors, introduces an additional dynamic angle
in the literature and provides novel complementary insights to understand the process behind
the construction of growth forecasts.
III. DATA AND METHODOLOGY
A. Dataset
We retrieved WEO growth and ToT forecasts from Celasun et al. (forthcoming), which
includes Spring and Fall WEO vintages over the period 1990-2019 for 194 economies. For
forecasts of year t, the dataset consists of 12 vintages in total from year t-5 to year t (Spring
and Fall vintages for each of these six years). Hence, the dataset covers forecasts until 2024.
Similarly, we retrieve WEO growth outturns from Spring and Fall WEO vintages. For
outturn of year t, we collect data measured from year t+1 to year t+5. For practical purposes,
we focus our analysis mainly on outturns measured at t+1 mainly to avoid a reduction in the
number of observations. Still, we show robustness for the outturns measures at t+5. The
dataset also includes growth forecasts from the Consensus Forecast, collected from March
and September vintages to make them comparable to the Spring and Fall WEO vintages,
respectively.
B. Methodology
Definitions and Notation
For every country, for each year (t), the forecast revisions (REV) of any variable X are
defined as the forecast (F) made in (t-i) minus the forecast made in (t-i-1):

∀ 𝑖𝑖 = 0,1, … ,4
∀ 𝑡𝑡 = 1990: 2023

We denote with “i” the “time horizon” for different vintages, i.e. for how many years ahead
the forecast is made. The “vintage” denotes the year when forecasts or revisions were made
and is captured by the first subscript. The second subscript denotes the year for which the
forecasts was made. We often focus on the revision vintages closest to the actual “𝑭𝑭(𝒕𝒕−𝟎𝟎,𝒕𝒕) −
𝑭𝑭(𝒕𝒕−𝟏𝟏,𝒕𝒕)” or for brevity “F0-F1” (i.e., revisions to forecasts for the current year, as opposed to
revisions to forecast made for outer years). Defined this way, growth forecasts, outcomes,
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and revisions are illustrated graphically in Figures 1 and 2 over the period 1990-2024 and
using the US as an example 1.
Figure 1 focuses only on the Fall forecasts over the period 1990-2024 to provide a clean
illustration of the adjustment in growth forecasts across vintages2. The solid black line
represents the actual outcomes measures in year t+1, while the grey line measures the
corresponding ones in year t+5. The earliest horizons are depicted by yellow circles
(Fall forecasts made in t-5) and the color gets darker as one moves toward the more recent
ones, with the blue circles refering the latest horizon, i.e. the Fall forecast in the
corresponding year (t-0). Hence, the revisions are captured by the distance between the
corresponding circles (growth forecasts).
For example, the figure illustrates the revisions for growth in year 1992 by the two red
arrows: the upward arrow shows the revision from the forecast made in t-2 (Fall 1990) to the
revision made in t-1 (Fall 1991) for growth of year t (1992). Similarly, the downward arrow
depicts the revision from the forecase made in t-1 (Fall 1991) to the revision made in t-0
(Fall 1992) for growth of year t (1992).
Figure 1. Sample: US Growth Forecasts, Outcomes, and Revisions

Source: WEO datbase and authors’ calculations

Figure 2 shows the full set of revision series (fall to fall) together with the actual outcomes.
Each black/gray line corresponds to the time series of vintages of revisions, for a given time
horizon. The lines get darker as the revision horizons comes closer to the actual outcome,
which is depicted by the black line. The red line serves as a reference for the actual outturns.

1

For a graphical representation of the full set of revisions (Fall and Spring), please refer to the Annex.

2

For clarity purposes, we only display two set of outturns.
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Figure 2. Sample: US Growth Revisions (and Outcomes)

Source: WEO datbase and authors’ calculations

Regression Specifications
The formal empirical analysis employs the following set of of regression specifications
(1)-(5). Regression specification (1) explores whether the WEO growth forecast revisions are
generally made in the right direction by looking at the relationship between the forecast error
and the forecast revision in the following period. Specifications (2) and (3) investigate the
impact of growth revisions for systemic economies and the impact of revisions to the
terms-of-trade, respectively. Specification (4) checks the joint impact of both factors on
individual countries’ growth revisions. Finally, equation (5) checks the relationship between
growth revisions from the WEO and the corresponding revisions from Consensus Forecast.
𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 𝑌𝑌𝑡𝑡−𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡 = 𝛽𝛽0 + 𝛽𝛽1 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 𝑌𝑌𝑡𝑡−𝑖𝑖−1,𝑡𝑡 + 𝜀𝜀𝑡𝑡

(1)

1
𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 𝑌𝑌𝑡𝑡−𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡 = 𝛽𝛽0 + 𝛽𝛽1 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 𝑋𝑋𝑡𝑡−𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡
+ 𝜀𝜀𝑡𝑡

(2)

1
2
+ 𝛽𝛽2 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 𝑋𝑋𝑡𝑡−𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡
+ 𝜀𝜀𝑡𝑡
𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 𝑌𝑌𝑡𝑡−𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡 = 𝛽𝛽0 + 𝛽𝛽1 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 𝑋𝑋𝑡𝑡−𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡

(4)

2
+ 𝜀𝜀𝑡𝑡
𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 𝑌𝑌𝑡𝑡−𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡 = 𝛽𝛽0 + 𝛽𝛽1 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 𝑋𝑋𝑡𝑡−𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡

(3)

𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 𝑌𝑌𝑡𝑡−𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡 = 𝛽𝛽0 + 𝛽𝛽1 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 𝑌𝑌𝑡𝑡−𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡 + 𝜀𝜀𝑡𝑡

(5)

Where 𝑌𝑌𝑡𝑡 is the percentage change of real GDP at time t; 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 𝑌𝑌𝑡𝑡−𝑖𝑖−1,𝑡𝑡 is the forecast error
1
defined as 𝐹𝐹𝑡𝑡−𝑖𝑖−1, 𝑡𝑡 − 𝐴𝐴𝑡𝑡 +1, 𝑡𝑡 (where 𝐴𝐴𝑡𝑡+1, 𝑡𝑡 is actual outturn for year t reported at t+1); 𝑋𝑋𝑡𝑡−𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡
is the percentage change of real GDP for one of the systemic economies considered in this
2
is the percentage change in the
analysis (US, China, Euro Area, G7, or the World); 𝑋𝑋𝑡𝑡−𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡
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WEO terms-of-trade; 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 𝑌𝑌𝑡𝑡−𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡 is the WEO revision for real GDP; and 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 𝑌𝑌𝑡𝑡−𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡
denotes the corresponding revision for real GDP from the Consensus Forecast.
We run panel data regressions for each horizon i (for simplicity we do not specify the country
indicator c in the formula) allowing for random effects (RE) and country-specific fixed
effects (FE). Our econometric exercise consists of running these regressions for the full
sample as well as for country-group subsamples (Table 1). Appropriately, we also run
Hausman specification tests to check which of the two methods (RE and FE) is the preferred
one in each specification. In general, the coefficients from RE and FE are quite similar.
Table 1. Country-group Subsamples

IV. DESCRIPTIVE FINDINGS
Figure 3 shows a boxplot of the full sample of revisions for global (world) growth grouped
by year and made in the latest horizon (F0-F1), i.e. between the Fall of the year for which the
forecast is made and the Fall of the previous year. Specifically, the figure shows that growth
revisions are sometimes massive, ranging from -70 percentage points to +80 percentage
points (reflecting exceptional events). For practical purposes, our visual analysis in the
subsequent three similar figures will zoom in the core segment of this distribution (i.e. the
revisions for annual growth within the more moderate range of -10 to +10 percentage points).
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Figure 3. World Growth Revisions: Full Sample

Note: Growth revisions for the world in the latest revision horizon (F0-F1).
Source: WEO database and authors’ calculations.

In Figure 4 we show the distribution of growth revisions (in the last horizon close to actual,
i.e. F0-F1) for the world and different country groups. The key visual finding emerging from
these charts is that growth revisions closest to the actual have often been negative, especially
during GFC, and across income groups.
Figure 4. Growth Revisions for the World and Country Groups

Note: Growth revisions for the world in the latest revision horizon (F0-F1).
Source: WEO database and authors’ calculations.
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Figure 5 suggests that the picture seen for different income groups in Figure 5 also applies to
the various regions of EMDEs: growth revisions are more likely to be negative in general
across all regions. This tendency is especially visible during the transition in Eastern Europe
in the early 1990s, the Asian Crisis in the late 1990s, and the Arab Spring in the 2010s, when
growth revisions have been substantially adjusted to reflect large shocks.
Figure 5. Growth Revisions for the World and EMDE Regions

Note: Growth revisions for the world in the latest revision horizon (F0-F1). For Emerging and Developing Europe the 25th percentile of the distribution of
growth revisions is -28 ppts in 1991 and -11 ppts in 2009.
Source: WEO database and authors’ calculations.

While Figures 3–5 presented the evolution of the growth revisions made in the latest horizon
for different country groups and regions, Figure 6 shows growth revisions for the world made
at the different horizons. The different panels suggest that, across time horizons, most action
takes place during the latest revision, i.e. between the Fall WEO in the year for which the
forecast is made and the Fall WEO of the previous year. In contrast, revisions in the earlier
horizons seem considerably more stable.
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Figure 6. Growth Revisions for the World Across Time Horizons

Note: Growth revisions for the world in different horizons.
Source: WEO database and authors’ calculations.

Figure 7 summarizes the visual findings regarding the WEO revisions. The upper charts
show the mean revisions for different country groups and regions across all five time
horizons (starting from the most distant F4-F5 at the left to the latest horizon F0-F1 at the
right in each chart), while the lower charts show the corresponding standard deviations.
Overall, the main finding from Figure 7 is that most recent growth revisions are generally
larger, more volatile, and more negative. The fact that recent growth revisions are larger and
more volatile imply that most action happens in the latest vintage. In addition, the finding
that the revisions are more negative means that either forecast teams have been generally
optimistic in their forecast or that growth shocks tend to be negative on average.
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Figure 7. Summary: Visual Evidence About Growth Revisions

Note: The upper charts show mean revisions for different country groups and regions across five time horizons. The lower charts show the corresponding
standard deviations.
Source: WEO database and authors’ calculations.

V. UNDERSTANDING GROWTH REVISIONS
In this section, we shift our focus to a formal regression analysis aimed at understanding the
evolution of growth revisions. In particular, we study if growth forecasts are revised in the
right direction, on average. We then center our analysis on exploring the factors that drive
growth revisions over time.
A. Are Revisions in the Right Direction?
We run panel regressions given by specification (1) to investigate whether WEO growth
revisions are generally in the right direction:
𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 𝑌𝑌𝑡𝑡−𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡 = 𝛽𝛽0 + 𝛽𝛽1 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 𝑌𝑌𝑡𝑡−𝑖𝑖−1,𝑡𝑡 + 𝜀𝜀𝑡𝑡
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For this purpose, we focus on the slope coefficient 𝛽𝛽1 , which captures the co-movement
between the growth forecast errors for year t (imbedded in the forecasts done i+1 years ahead
and calculated relative to the ex-post growth outturns of year t) and the growth forecast
revisions done in the subsequent period (hence the difference between the i years ahead
forecast and the i+1 years ahead forecast). If this slope coefficient is negative, then the
revisions are done in such a way as to narrow the forecast error from the previous period. In
other words, when the forecast was higher than what the actual will turn out to be
(𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 𝑌𝑌𝑡𝑡−𝑖𝑖−1,𝑡𝑡 > 0), then the following year forecast was revised down (𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 𝑌𝑌𝑡𝑡−𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡 < 0).

The estimation results from the set of regressions are presented in Figure 8. The negative
results found for the slope coefficient 𝛽𝛽1 suggest that—on average—when the forecast was
higher than what the actual will turn out to be, then the forecast was revised down. Hence, on
average, the revisions narrow/close the forecast error gap, implying that revisions were
generally in the right direction. This finding applies to all revision horizons and all country
groups.

The second important result from Figure 8 refers to the change in the estimated slope
coefficients across revision vintages—the coefficients become more negative for vintages
closer to the actual. Such findings suggest that forecast revisions become progressively more
related to the forecast error gap as horizons get closer to the actual outturn (𝛽𝛽1 increase in
absolute value), i.e. corrections are stronger for forecasts which are made closer to the actual
year.
Figure 8. Relationship Between Forecast Errors and Revisions

Note: Black dots denote significance at 10 percent level. Red dots indicate lack thereof.
Source: WEO database and authors’ calculations.
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Figure 9 presents the estimation results different EMDE regions. The results are similar to
those reported in Figure 8. All estimated slope coefficients are negative, suggesting that
revisions across EMDE regions are generally in the right direction; and slope coefficients
decrease as one moves towards more recent horizons, implying that forecast revisions
become progressively more related to the forecast error gap as forecasts horizons are closer
to the actual.
There are two additional region-specific findings from Figure 9 worth noting. First, LAC is
persistently one of the least responsive groups (one of the lowest coefficients in absolute
value), in terms of adjusting the revision towards narrowing the forecast error gap. Second,
MENAP becomes especially responsive in the last two revision horizons, while Emerging
Europe in the last one.
Figure 9. Relationship Between Forecast Errors and Revisions Across EMDE
Regions

Note: Black dots denote significance at 10 percent level. Red dots indicate lack thereof.
Source: WEO database and authors’ calculations.

Robustness to Outturn Updates
The estimation results previously presented were based on specifications that calculated the
forecast errors as the difference between the growth forecast for year t and the actual ex-post
growth outturn for year t reported in the following year t+1. However, the actual outturns are
often updated in subsequent years, and it is essential to check if the results are sensitive to the
outturn measurement used.
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Figures 10 and 11 report estimation results based on forecast errors calculated as the
difference between the growth forecast for year t and the actual ex-post growth outturn for
year t reported at t+5 (instead of actual outturns from year t+1 as employed in the
specifications reported previously).
Figure 10. Relationship Between Forecast Errors and Revisions:
Robustness to Outturn Updates

Note: Black dots denote significance at 10 percent level. Red dots indicate lack thereof.
Source: WEO database and authors’ calculations.

The estimation results reported in Figures 10 and 11 suggest that the relationship is robust
when using outturns revised at t+5 (albeit leaving less observations). In addition, the
relationship weakens somewhat for EMDEs. In fact, for these economies, it seems easier to
forecast the actual as it will be measured at t+1 than at t+5, suggesting that subsequent
revisions may incorporate factors that were not visible in real time.
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Figure 11. Relationship Between Forecast Errors and Revisions
Across EMDE Regions: Robustness to Outturn Updates

Note: Black dots denote significance at 10 percent level. Red dots indicate lack thereof.
Source: WEO database and authors’ calculations.

B. What Factors Drive Growth Revisions?
Role of Systemic Economies’ GDP Revisions
Growth revision for systemic economies may have an impact on growth revisions for
economies across the world, via cross-country trade and financial linkages. For instance,
upward growth revision in the US may lead to upward revisions in economies that maintain
strong trade linkages with the US, such as Mexico. To investigate the relevance of this factor,
we first present correlation evidence and later switch to formal regression analysis.
As an example, Figure 12 depicts the relationship between the growth revisions for the
US and the corresponding growth revisions for five large economies in Latin America
(LA5). 3 The visual evidence suggests that the impact of growth revisions in the US (systemic
economies) upon growth revisions in individual LA5 economies increases as the time
horizon gets closer to the actual, i.e. the relationship steepens for vintages closer to the
Similar descriptive findings for the impact of US growth revisions in other groups of economies (G7,
Euro Area, Asian, African, and Middle East) are presented in the Annex.
3
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actual, which are depicted by darker lines. In turn, such findings suggest that growth
revisions for systemic economies are especially taken into account by forecast teams when
they forecast for the near future.
Figure 12. Relationship Between Growth Revisions in the US and in LA5

Note: Darker (brighter) circles show observations in later (earlier) vintages. Correspondigly, darker (brighter) lines depict the relationship in later
(earlier) vintages.
Source: WEO database and authors’ calculations.

After presenting indicative sample evidence of the revisions’ relationship across
time-horizons, we turn our discussion to a formal regression analysis and explore the impact
of growth revisions in systemic economies upon growth revisions for individual economies.
In particular, we investigate the slope coefficient of the systemic economies’ growth revision
(𝛽𝛽1 ) from the following univariate and multivariate specifications:
1
𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 𝑌𝑌𝑡𝑡−𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡 = 𝛽𝛽0 + 𝛽𝛽1 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 𝑋𝑋𝑡𝑡−𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡
+ 𝜀𝜀𝑡𝑡

1
2
+ 𝛽𝛽2 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 𝑋𝑋𝑡𝑡−𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡
+ 𝜀𝜀𝑡𝑡
𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 𝑌𝑌𝑡𝑡−𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡 = 𝛽𝛽0 + 𝛽𝛽1 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 𝑋𝑋𝑡𝑡−𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡

(2)

(4)

Figure 13 presents the estimation results for the slope coefficient 𝛽𝛽1 across different
horizons, taking the US as an example for systemic economy.4 Overall, the panel regressions
confirm the descriptive analysis. Growth revisions in the US influence growth revisions
across the world: for advanced economies across all time horizons; and for other countries in
later horizons.
Moreover, the impact is more relevant for the revisions closest to the actual as shown by the
higher value for 𝛽𝛽1 in the latest horizons. The figure depicts results from univariate (dotted)
and multivariate (solid) regressions that also include ToT showing a similar picture of the role of
growth revisions in the US upon growth revisions in individual economies across the world.
We present similar results for the other systemic economies (China, Euro Area, G7, World) later in the
analysis.

4
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Figure 13. Impact of Growth Revisions in Systemic Economies

Note: Black dots denote significance at 10 percent level. Red dots indicate lack thereof.
Dotted lines refer to results from univariate regressions, while solid lines depict results from multivariate regressions.
Source: WEO database and authors’ calculations.

Similar conclusions apply when looking at the estimation results for different EMDE regions.
As such, Figure 14 shows that growth revisions in the US are relevant for growth revisions in
countries from all EMDE regions. Moreover, the impact is again larger for revisions closer to
the actual (steeper lines across horizons) for both univariate and multivariate specifications.
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Figure 14. Impact of Growth Revisions in Systemic Economies Across EMDE Regions

Note: Black dots denote significance at 10 percent level. Red dots indicate lack thereof.
Dotted lines refer to results from univariate regressions, while solid lines depict results from multivariate regressions.
Source: WEO database and authors’ calculations.

Table 2 presents the regression results about the impact of the US growth revisions upon
individual economies in the latest revision horizon. The top panel shows that the impact of
US growth revisions is significant in the univariate specifications for all country groups and
regions. In contrats, the bottom panel shows that the impact of the revisions is robust to the
inclusion of ToT revisions and remains significant in the multivariate specifications for all
country groups and regions.
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Table 2. Regression Results: Impact of Growth Revisions in Systemic
Economies (Latest Vintage)

Note: Figures highlighted in red depict lack of significance at the 10 percent level.
The top panel reports results from univariate specifications given by equation (2), and the bottom panel from
multivariate specifications given by equation (4).

Furthermore, we also verify the above results running individual country regressions and
inspect the distribution of the coefficients. In Figure 15 we shows the slope coefficients
estimated from individual-country regression specifications. With this regression exercise,
we find that the impact of US growth revisions are in line with the panel results, mainly that
the entire distribution of estimated slope coefficients for individual countries shifts upwards
in the last horizon. 5

The vertical axis in Figure 15 has been truncated to be consistent with the previous charts. The full distribution
of slope coefficient estimates is available in the Annex.
5
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Figure 15. Impact of US Growth Revisions on Growth Revisions in
Individual Economies

Note: The boxplots depict the interquartile range of the distribution of estimated slope coefficients from individualcountry regression specifications.
Vertical axis truncated to be consistent with the previous charts. Full distribution is available in the Annex.
Source: WEO database and authors’ calculations.

We also verify if the same findings apply when using Spring-to-Spring revisions (instead of
Fall-to-Fall as in the previous exercises). Figure 16 reports a summary of the regression
results employing the Spring-to-Spring revision horizons. All previous conclusions hold.
Figure 16. Impact of Growth Revisions in Systemic Economies
(Spring-to-Spring Revision Horizons)

Note: Black dots denote significance at 10 percent level. Red dots indicate lack thereof.
Source: WEO database and authors’ calculations.

The main results presented in this section can be subject to an additional robustness check –
instead of focusing on annual revisions (either Fall-to-Fall or Spring-to-Spring), we
re-estimate the panel data regressions using semi-annual revision data (Spring-to-Fall and
Fall-to-Spring). Figure 17 presents results from such regressions based on the semi-annual
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revisions, which again suggest that the main results are robust. However, these results also
reveal a puzzling regularity: in the latest two years, the impact is especially important for the
Fall-to-Spring revisions, while Spring-to-Fall revisions seem to have almost no impact (with
an oscillating pattern in the last horizons). While the underlying reasons are not clear, this
finding implies that forecast teams better reflect systemic economies’ revisions when
updating their forecasts in Spring rather than in Fall.
Figure 17. Impact of Growth Revisions in Systemic Economies
(Semi-Annual Revisions)

Note: Black dots denote significance at 10 percent level. Red dots indicate lack thereof.
Source: WEO database and authors’ calculations.

Asymmetric Impact of Systemic GDP Revisions
Do positive and negative revisions for systemic economies have the same impact on
individual economies’ growth revisions? What about small versus large revisions or crisis
episodes? While the results so far considered all observations available in the dataset (or the
specific country subsamples), here we explicitly differentiate between the impact of: positive
vs negative revisions; large vs small revisions; and a sample with the peak of the GFC vs a
sample without the peak of the GFC (year 2009).
The regression results reported in Table 3 make such differentiation. For reference, the top
panel of Table 3 repeats the baseline results for the slope coefficient in front of the systemic
(US) growth revisions from the multivariate regression in Table 2. The following three
panels of Table 3 reveal some asymmetric effects of GDP revisions. First, the second panel
distinguishes between positive and negative revisions for US growth, showing that the
impact of negative revisions is generally more important than the impact of positive
revisions. Second, the third panel shows that relatively larger US revisions in absolute value
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have a stronger impact on growth revisions for other economies. 6 Third, the last panel shows
that the year 2009 (the peak of the GFC) is a key driver of the results, especially for LICs and
some EMDE regions. Excluding the revisions for 2009 turns the results for five country
groups insignificant.
Table 3. Regression Results: Asymmetric Impact of
Systemic GDP Revisions

Reference 

Positive/Negative 

Large/Small 

Excluding 2009 

Note: Figures highlighted in red depict lack of significance at the 10 percent level.
Regression specifications are multivariate including ToT (percentage change) revisions.

Role of Terms of Trade Revisions
Revisions to the individual economies’ terms-of-trade could also play an important role in
affecting the revisions to those economies’ growth forecasts. For instance, an upward
revision in an economy’s ToT could imply higher income, and therefore, an upward revision
to its growth forecast. However, this factor may be more generally captured by the overall
growth forecast. Hence, in this section we consider ToT as a potentially relevant factor for
growth revisions.
Figure 18 provides some preliminary descriptive evidence about the relationship between
ToT revisions and growth revisions in LA5. Similar to the case of systemic economies’
revisions (in Figure 13), this relationship steepens for horizons closer to the actual (darker
lines), suggesting that ToT revisions generally have a positive impact on growth revisions in
LA5, at least in the latest horizon. As these figures provide preliminary indications, we now
turn to a formal regression analysis.
We define large (small) deviations as the revisions that are, in absolute value, above (below) one standard
deviation from the sample mean.

6
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Figure 18. Relationship Between ToT Revisions and Growth Revisions in LA5

Note: Darker (brighter) circles show observations in later (earlier) vintages. Correspondigly, darker (brighter) lines depict the relationship in later
(earlier) vintages.
Source: WEO database and authors’ calculations.

The impact of ToT revisions is examined using the following specifications:
2
𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 𝑌𝑌𝑡𝑡−𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡 = 𝛽𝛽0 + 𝛽𝛽1 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 𝑋𝑋𝑡𝑡−𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡
+ 𝜀𝜀𝑡𝑡

1
2
+ 𝛽𝛽2 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 𝑋𝑋𝑡𝑡−𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡
+ 𝜀𝜀𝑡𝑡
𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 𝑌𝑌𝑡𝑡−𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡 = 𝛽𝛽0 + 𝛽𝛽1 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 𝑋𝑋𝑡𝑡−𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡

(3)
(4)

Where the multivariate specification (4) adds a terms for the systemic economies’ growth
1
revisions (𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 𝑋𝑋𝑡𝑡−𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡
) to the univariate specification (3). The results from these panel
regressions for different country groups and EMDE regions are reported in Figure 19. For
most time horizons, the impact from ToT revisions is generally positive but weakly
associated with the growth revisions, with limited significance. The broad conclusion from
these findings is that ToT revisions point towards a weaker role in affecting growth revisions
relative to the revisions to systemic economies’ growth studied earlier.
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Figure 19. Impact of ToT Revisions on Growth Revisions

Note: Black dots denote significance at 10 percent level. Red dots indicate lack thereof.
Dotted lines refer to results from univariate regressions, while solid lines depict results from multivariate regressions.
Source: WEO database and authors’ calculations.

In Table 4 we show the regression results for the latest horizon. The impact of ToT revisions
is significant and important for LAC, albeit it is also positive for most other EM
groups. Nonetheless, the multivariate results confirm the predominance of growth revisions
in systemic economies (relative to ToT revisions) as explanatory factor of revisions for
individual economies. An interesting finding is the negative coefficient for Emerging Europe,
which may be due to their ToT being negatively influenced by a positive revision to
Advanced Europe growth, the latter acting as an important positive factor for growth in
Emerging Europe. Indeed, the coefficient in front of ToT for Emerging Europe becomes
insignificant when controlling for Advanced Europe growth.
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Table 4. Regression Results: Impact of ToT Revisions (Latest Vintage)

Univariate 

Multivariate 

Note: Figures highlighted in red depict lack of significance at the 10 percent level.

Role of Alternative Measures of Systemic Growth Revisions
The analysis so far has been using US growth revisions as a benchmark for systemic
economies’ growth revisions. Table 5 presents results for alternative classifications of
systemic economies—such as China, Euro Area, G7, and the World aggregate—when
measuring systemic growth revisions. In general, the impact of systemic economies is robust
to these alternative measures, remaining positive and strongly significant in almost all
specifications. Nonetheless, one caveat to keep in mind is that the impact of G7, Euro Area
and the World aggregate is overstated in most specifications, as (some) economies appear on
both sides of the regression equation. Regressions using US or China for systemic economy
revisions are immune to this issue as they exclude these countries from the left-hand side.
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Table 5. Regression Results: Alternative Measures of Systemic
Growth Revisions

Note: Figures highlighted in red depict lack of significance at the 10 percent level.
All regression results are from univariate specifications given by equation (2).

Could more than one systemic economy simultaneously affect growth revisions in individual
economies? Table 6 reports correlation coefficients for different pairs of growth revisions in
systemic economies. In general, the results suggest that there is high correlation among most
pairs of systemic economies, with the exception of China-US and China-G7 pairs that show
very low correlations. In Table 7, we use these results to further explore the joint impact of
China and US growth revisions by including them simultaneously in the regression
specifications.
Table 6. Correlations of Growth Revisions

Note: The table reports pairwise correlation coefficients for growth revisions in systemic economies over the
perod 1990-2019. Correlations below 0.15 are shaded in grey.

The results suggest that both US and China growth revisions are relevant for individual
economies’ growth revisions in the latest vintage. Nonetheless, the “incremental gain”
relative to specifications that include them separately seems rather small.
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Table 7. Regression Results: Joint Impact of China and US Growth
Revisions (Latest Vintage)

Note: Figures highlighted in red depict lack of significance at the 10 percent level.
Regressions exclude US and China GDP growth revisions from the left-hand side.

VI. ARE WEO AND CONSENSUS FORECAST GROWTH REVISIONS MOVING TOGETHER?
How do WEO growth revisions compare to growth revisions obtained from other sources?
The closest comparator to WEO in terms of country and time coverage is the Consensus
Forecast. Hence, this section explores the similarities and differences between growth
revisions obtained from these two sources.
The regression analysis is based on the following specification:
𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 𝑌𝑌𝑡𝑡−𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡 = 𝛽𝛽0 + 𝛽𝛽1 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 𝑌𝑌𝑡𝑡−𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡 + 𝜀𝜀𝑡𝑡
(5)
and the focus of interest is the estimates slope coefficient 𝛽𝛽1 that captures the co-movement
between the growth revisions from the two sources.

Table 8 shows the findings for the relationship between annual growth revisions from the
WEO and from Consensus Forecast in the latest horizon. The top panel refers to Fall-to-Fall
growth revisions, while the bottom panel refers to Spring-to-Spring growth revisions. The
regression results suggest the WEO and Consensus Forecast annual growth revisions move
very closely together for both Fall-to-Fall (default horizon in this study) and Spring-to-Spring
revisions. This strong correlation between the two sources applies to all country groups and
regions with reasonable data coverage.7

MENAP and SSA are based on 3 and 3 countries only, respectively, hence results for these groups are to be
ignored.

7
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Table 8. Regression Results: Relationship Between Annual Growth
Revisions from WEO and Consensus Forecast (Latest Vintage)

Note: Figures highlighted in red depict lack of significance at the 10 percent level.
Top panel refers to Fall-to-Fall growth revisions, while bottom panel refers to Spring-to-Spring growth revisions.

Table 9 shows that similar conclusions apply to the relationship between the semi-annual
growth revisions as well—again WEO and Consensus Forecast revisions move very closely
together. 8 The first two panels break F0-F1 into two semi-annual horizons (F0-S0 and
S0-F1). Surprisingly, the correlation is stronger for the Fall-to-Spring revision (S0-F1, which
correspond to the revisions made in the Spring of the current year versus the Fall of the
previous year, i.e. the more distant of the two) has a correlation of about 1, while the
correlation for the revisions made between Spring and Fall of the current year is about 0.8.
As expected, the revisions made between Spring and Fall of the previous year have a smaller
correlation of about 0.6, as they belong to the more distant horizon (F1-F2).

The time horizon of Consensus Forecast allows for comparison with the WEO of up to 3 vintages of
semi-annual revisions.

8
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Table 9. Regression Results: Relationship Between Semi-Annual Growth
Revisions from WEO and Consensus Forecast

Note: Figures highlighted in red depict lack of significance at the 10 percent level.
The first two panels break F0-F1 into two semi-annual vintages (F0-S0 and S0-F1).

VII. IS THERE MEAN REVERSION AND PERSISTENCE IN WEO GROWTH FORECASTS?
In this section we leverage on our previous results and explore the mean reversion and
persistence properties of WEO forecasts to get a better understanding of the behavior of
revisions.
Relationship between Forecast Errors and Forthcoming Revisions
We begin our analysis by investigating whether the discovery of a forecast mistake would
drive forecast revisions. More precisely, whether the current-year forecast error (i.e. the latest
forecast error) influences future growth forecasts made in the current year for coming years.
To answer this question, we implement the following econometric specification:
𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 𝑌𝑌𝑡𝑡+1,𝑡𝑡+𝑗𝑗 = 𝛽𝛽0 + 𝛽𝛽1 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 𝑌𝑌𝑡𝑡,𝑡𝑡 + 𝜀𝜀𝑡𝑡 ; ∀𝑖𝑖 = 1,2,3,4,5

(6)

In contrast to our previous definition of Forecast Error, an important remark here is that we
denote it as the difference between the current year Forecast for the current year and the
current actual estimated next period (i.e., 𝐹𝐹 𝑌𝑌(𝑡𝑡,𝑡𝑡) − 𝐴𝐴 𝑌𝑌(𝑡𝑡+1,𝑡𝑡)). In the previous exercise we
were calculating the forecast error related to forecast for tuture horizons, hence an error that
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one can only learn in the future. In this section instead, we employ this new definition to
expose how possible inaccuracies in growth forecasts learned today may determine the path
for future projections. The estimated regression coefficients are depicted in Figure 20.
Figure 20. Regression Results: Relationship between Forecast Errors and forthcoming Revisions

Note: Black dots denote significance at 10 percent level. Red dots indicate lack thereof.
Source: WEO database and authors’ calculations.

Overall, the results suggest a negative effect for the following year (i.e., the horizon closest
to the actual) and a null one for the medium term. This implies that a discovery of an
overestimation (under) of forecasts tends to correlate with a negative (positive) growth
forecast revision for the next years. Namely, the negative coefficient for the first revision
horizon suggests that if projections were optimistic this year in forecasting growth for this
year (i.e., a negative forecast error), then next year forecasters will revise down forecasts for
next year (i.e., forecast for next year done next year will be lower than forecast for next year
done this year). However, coefficients for future horizons are closer to zero, suggesting that
learning about a forecast mistake has virtually no impact on medium-term forecast revision.
Serial Autocorrelation of Revisions Across Vintages
A key indicator about the efficiency and quality of revisions is the extent to which revisions
are autocorrelated across different vintages (for the same time horizon). We explore this issue
using the following empirical specification:
𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 𝑌𝑌𝑡𝑡−𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡 = 𝛽𝛽0 + 𝛽𝛽1 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 𝑌𝑌𝑡𝑡−𝑖𝑖−1,𝑡𝑡−1 + 𝜀𝜀𝑡𝑡 ; ∀𝑖𝑖 = 0,1,2,3,4
(7)
which explores whether the revision done at t-i for forecasting t depend on the corresponding
revision in the previous vintage (i.e., the revision done at t-i-1 for forecasting t-1).
Figure 21 helps illustrate this econometric exercise.
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Figure 21. Serial Autocorrelation of Growth Revisions Across Vintages

Note: Each black/gray line corresponds to the time series of vintages of revisions, for a given time horizon.
Dark red line corresponds to the actual outcomes estimated at time t+1.
Source: WEO datbase and authors’ calculations

The regression results in Figure 22 imply that revisions do not appear to be serially
autocorrelated, which is a good result about quality of revisions. In other words, forecast
revisions do not seem to be persistent (small coefficients, both positive and negative, and
significant only half of the time) in the sense that the revision done this year for forecasting
(for example) this year is not related to the revision done last year for forecasting last year
such that the former cannot improve the forecast accuracy of the latter. For instance, if in
2021 the forecast team revises growth for 2023 down, it does not mean that this team will
necessarily revise growth for 2024 in 2022 in one direction or the other.
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Figure 22. Regression Results: Serial Autocorrelation of Growth Revisions Across Vintages

Note: Black dots denote significance at 10 percent level. Red dots indicate lack thereof.
Source: WEO database and authors’ calculations.

Relationship of Revisions for a Given Year Across Vintages and Horizons
Another important consideration is the relationship of different revisions across vintages and
horizons for a given year t. For instance, does the revision done at t-i for forecasting t
depend on the revision done the previous year (i.e., t-i-1) still for forecasting the same t? We
explore this issue using the following empirical specification:
𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 𝑌𝑌𝑡𝑡−𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡 = 𝛽𝛽0 + 𝛽𝛽1 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 𝑌𝑌𝑡𝑡−𝑖𝑖−1,𝑡𝑡 + 𝜀𝜀𝑡𝑡 ; ∀𝑖𝑖 = 0,1,2,3,4

(8)

Figure 23 offers a visualization of the data input into the specification of regression (8).
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Figure 23. Relationship Between Growth Revisions for a Given Year

Note: Each black/gray line corresponds to the time series of vintages of revisions, for a given time horizon.
Dark red line corresponds to the actual outcomes estimated at time t+1.
Source: WEO datbase and authors’ calculations

The regression results in Figure 24 suggest that revisions to forecasts for a given year show a
negative correlation across vintages (for earlier horizons). For the earlier horizons,
coefficients are negative, implying that revisions to forecasts for a given year done several
years ago tend to be updated with negative correlation over time, suggesting a back-and-forth
pattern. However, as one gets closer to the actual year (latest horizons), some groups of
countries (AE, LAC, and MENAP) show an opposite pattern suggesting that revisions are
sequenced in the same direction (possibly due to more confidence or better information).
Consequently, these findings suggest that if in 2021 the forecasters revise growth for 2023
down, in 2022 they are more likely to revise growth for 2023 up, thereby pointing at the
existence of opportunity for improving forecast efficiency.
Figure 24. Regression Results: Relationship of Revisions Across Vintages and Horizons

Note: Black dots denote significance at 10 percent level. Red dots indicate lack thereof.
Source: WEO database and authors’ calculations.
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Persistence of Growth Shocks
Finally, we test if shocks perceived (and incorporated) as temporary or as persistent (within
forecast vintages). For instance, a growth shock that affects the revision done in year t for
growth in year t may not affect revisions done in the same year t for any outer year (hence,
perceived as fully temporary) or it may affect revisions for t+1 and later years (hence,
perceived as persistent). Formally, we explore this question using the following empirical
specification:
𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 𝑌𝑌𝑡𝑡,𝑡𝑡+𝑗𝑗 = 𝛽𝛽0 + 𝛽𝛽1 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 𝑌𝑌𝑡𝑡,𝑡𝑡 + 𝜀𝜀𝑡𝑡 ; ∀𝑗𝑗 = 1,2,3,4

(9)

which explores how revisions done this year (t) for forecasting growth this year (t) affect the
revision done this year (t) for growth in the next and the following years (t+j). Figure 25
offers a visualization of the data input into the specification of regression (8).
Figure 25. Persistence of Growth Shocks

Note: Each black/gray line corresponds to the time series of vintages of revisions, for a given time horizon.
Dark red line corresponds to the actual outcomes estimated at time t+1.
Source: WEO datbase and authors’ calculations

The regression results in Figure 26 suggest that shocks are generally perceived as persistent,
especially for LAC and Emerging Asia, and for closest time horizons. In fact, for all country
groups except MENAP, the positive coefficients imply that positive growth revisions for the
current year are associated with positive growth revisions for the next 1 or 2 years, consistent
with the persistence story. In practical terms, these results suggest that if this year the
forecasters revise growth for 2021 up, they are likely to revise at the same time growth up for
2022 as well.
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Figure 26. Regression Results: Persistence of Growth Shocks

Note: Black dots denote significance at 10 percent level. Red dots indicate lack thereof.
Source: WEO database and authors’ calculations.

VIII. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this paper we have investigated a broad set of questions to understand the quality and
evolution of WEO growth forecast revisions and shed light on the underlying factors that
drive these revisions. The analysis provides an alternative to the traditional foreacast error
approach and presents a set of novel empirical findings.
First, descriptive evidence suggests that growth revisions in horizons closer to the actual are
generally larger, more volatile, and more negative. In other words, most action in terms of
forecast revisions happens not for forecast far into the future, but for those related to next
year. In addition, the finding that such revisions for the following year are more negative
implies that forecasters enter into the latest horizons with generally optimistic growth
forecasts, and subsequently revise downwards.
Second, WEO growth revisions are found to be in the right direction (on average)—in the
sense that revisions are done in such a way so as to narrow the forecast error from the
previous period—, which is true at any revision horizon and for any country region. In fact,
forecast revisions become progressively more responsive to the forecast error gap as revision
horizons get closer to the actual. In other words, in line with what would be logical to expect,
as forecasters get closer to the year they are forecasting, they get better at guessing the final
outturn, presumably because they learn relevant information.
Third, growth revisions in systemic economies are relevant for growth revisions in countries
from all regions, reflecting the important cross-country trade and financial linkages of
systemic economies with individual countries across the world. For instance, an upward
(downward) revision of growth for the US is typically associated with an upward
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(downward) revision of growth for countries in all major country groups (the estimated
coefficient is between 0.2 and 1—see upper panel in Table 2). Moreover, revisions in
systemic economies are mainly relevant for the forecast horizon closest to the actual,
suggesting that forecasters tend to make use of cross-country linkages when forecasting the
next year or so, but tend to rely more on individual country characteristics when forecasing
medium term growth. In this context, we also find that large and negative revisions have a
stronger impact than smaller and/or positive revisions, and that revisions at the peak of the
GFC (year 2009) has been a key driver of these results, especially for LICs and some EMDE
groups. On the other hand, the relevance of ToT revisions for growth revisions is mainly
robust for LAC and again in the last horizon. Although it would be interesting to investigate
the role of China's and other systemic economies forecast revisions, we leave for future
research the issue of disentangling the effect of these economies.
Fourth, WEO & Consensus Forecast growth revisions are strongly correlated, both at annual
and semi-annual horizons, suggesting a commonality in the movement of these forecasts.
Fifth, we document that the fall-to-spring WEO revisions are more correlated with the
corresponding fall-to-spring Consensus Forecasts revisions compared to spring-to-fall
revision pairs.
Fifth, people act upon mistakes, in the sense that if projections were optimistic this year in
forecasting growth for this year, then next year forecasters will revise down forecasts for next
year. Also, revisions for a given time horizon are not autocorrelated across vintages,
suggesting that forecast cannot be improved upon by looking at past vintages, a result that
points toward efficiency of revisions. Nonetheless, within vintages, revisions tend to be
positively correlated—implying that positive (negative) growth revisions for the current year
are associated with positive (negative) growth revisions for the next 1 or 2 years—thereby
suggesting that forecasters generally perceive shocks to have short-term persistence.
Lastly, we acknowledge that future research could fruitfully investigate the differential effect
case of the IMF program and surveillance cases (similar to Kareem, Perelli, and Yang
(2020)), as well as inspecting more closely the extent of cross-country revision dependence.
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X. ANNEX
Figure A1. Sample: US Growth Forecasts and Outcomes

Source: WEO datbase and authors’ calculations

Figure A2. Growth Revisions for Country Groups (Latest Revision Vintage)

Source: WEO database and authors’ calculations.
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Figure A3. Growth Revisions Across EMDE Regions (Latest Revision Vintage)

Source: WEO database and authors’ calculations.

Figure A4. Growth Revisions for the World Across Vintages

Source: WEO database and authors’ calculations.
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Figure A5. Growth Revisions for Advanced Economies Across Vintages

Source: WEO database and authors’ calculations.

Figure A6. Growth Revisions for EMDEs Across Vintages

Source: WEO database and authors’ calculations.
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Figure A7. Growth Revisions for LICs Across Vintages

Source: WEO database and authors’ calculations.

Figure A8. Growth Revisions for Emerging & Developing Europe Across Vintages

Source: WEO database and authors’ calculations.
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Figure A9. Growth Revisions for Emerging & Developing Asia Across Vintages

Source: WEO database and authors’ calculations.

Figure A10. Growth Revisions for LAC Across Vintages

Source: WEO database and authors’ calculations.
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Figure A11. Growth Revisions for MENAP Across Vintages

Source: WEO database and authors’ calculations.

Figure A12. Growth Revisions for Sub-Saharan Africa Across Vintages

Source: WEO database and authors’ calculations.
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Figure A13. Summary: Visual Evidence About Growth Revisions (Excluding 2009)

Note: The upper charts show mean revisions for different country groups and regions across five time horizons. The lower charts show the corresponding
standard deviations. All charts exclude year 2009.
Source: WEO database and authors’ calculations.

Figure A14. Summary: Visual Evidence About Growth Revisions (Spring-to-Spring)

Note: The upper charts show mean revisions for different country groups and regions across five time horizons. The lower charts show the corresponding
standard deviations. Revisions are calculated as Spring-to-Spring differences.
Source: WEO database and authors’ calculations.
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Table A1. Overview of Descriptive Findings

Source: WEO database and authors’ calculations.
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Figure A15. Impact of US Growth Revisions on G7 Economies

Note: Darker (brighter) circles show observations in later (earlier) vintages. Correspondigly, darker (brighter) lines depict the relationship in
later (earlier) vintages.
Source: WEO database and authors’ calculations.

Figure A16. Impact of US Growth Revisions on Euro Area Economies

Note: Darker (brighter) circles show observations in later (earlier) vintages. Correspondigly, darker (brighter) lines depict the relationship in
later (earlier) vintages.
Source: WEO database and authors’ calculations.
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Figure A17. Impact of US Growth Revisions on Economies in Asia

Note: Darker (brighter) circles show observations in later (earlier) vintages. Correspondigly, darker (brighter) lines depict the relationship in later
(earlier) vintages.
Source: WEO database and authors’ calculations.

Figure A18. Impact of US Growth Revisions on Economies in Africa

Note: Darker (brighter) circles show observations in later (earlier) vintages. Correspondigly, darker (brighter) lines depict the relationship in later
(earlier) vintages.
Source: WEO database and authors’ calculations.
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Figure A19. Impact of US Growth Revisions on Economies in the Middle East

Note: Darker (brighter) circles show observations in later (earlier) vintages. Correspondigly, darker (brighter) lines depict the relationship in
later (earlier) vintages.
Source: WEO database and authors’ calculations.

Figure A20. Impact of US Growth Revisions on Growth Revisions in Individual
Economies (Full Distribution of Slope Coefficients)

Note: The boxplots depict the interquartile range of the distribution of estimated slope coefficients from individual-country regression specifications.
Source: WEO database and authors’ calculations.
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Table A2. Relationship Between Forecast Errors and Subsequent Growth Revisions
(All Vintages)

Note: Figures highlighted in red depict lack of significance at the 10 percent level.
Each panel displays results for a different revision vintage, starting with the latest vintage at the top.
Source: WEO database and authors’ calculations.
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Table A3. Results from (Fall-to-Fall) Univariate Regressions
(All Vintages)

Note: Figures highlighted in red depict lack of significance at the 10 percent level.
Each panel displays results for a different revision vintage, starting with the latest vintage at the top.
Source: WEO database and authors’ calculations.
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Table A4. Results from (Fall-to-Fall) Multivariate Regressions
(All Vintages)

Note: Figures highlighted in red depict lack of significance at the 10 percent level.
Each panel displays results for a different revision vintage, starting with the latest vintage at the top.
Source: WEO database and authors’ calculations.
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Table A5. Results from (Spring-to-Spring) Multivariate Regressions
(All Vintages)

Note: Figures highlighted in red depict lack of significance at the 10 percent level.
Each panel displays results for a different revision vintage, starting with the latest vintage at the top.
Source: WEO database and authors’ calculations.
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Table A6. Results from Semi-Annual Multivariate Regressions
(All Vintages)

Note: Figures highlighted in red depict lack of significance at the 10 percent level.
Each panel displays results for a different revision vintage, starting with the latest vintage at the top.
Source: WEO database and authors’ calculations.
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Table A7. Serial Autocorrelation of Revisions
(All Vintages)

Note: Figures highlighted in red depict lack of significance at the 10 percent level.
Each panel displays results for a different revision vintage, starting with the latest vintage at the top.
Source: WEO database and authors’ calculations.

Table A8. Relationship Across Revisions for a Given Year
(All Vintages)

Note: Figures highlighted in red depict lack of significance at the 10 percent level.
Each panel displays results for a different revision vintage, starting with the latest vintage at the top.
Source: WEO database and authors’ calculations.
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Table A9. Persistence of Growth Shocks
(All Vintages)

Note: Figures highlighted in red depict lack of significance at the 10 percent level.
Each panel displays results for a different revision vintage, starting with the latest vintage at the top.
Source: WEO database and authors’ calculations.
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